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A New Paradigm
for Content Producers

The production, distribution, and consump-

tion of information goods have endured

numerous challenges over the years. Most

recently, the Internet and digital consumer

technologies have severely disrupted estab-

lished intellectual-property regimes, enabling

the near costless reproduction and distribution

of information commodities. In addition, so-

phisticated tools have enabled new collabora-

tive spaces (such as blogs, social websites, and

so forth) for media production and distribution,

posing new challenges to traditional creator-

producer�consumer paradigms.

This article analyzes the present situation’s

main technological characteristics, its eco-

nomic implications, and the industry’s

response—and outlines a possible solution to

the problems.

Present scenario
The Internet is quickly becoming the main

channel for distributing information goods.1

It greatly reduces or eliminates the costs of

conveniently and efficiently searching for,

retrieving, and distributing these goods, and

potentially signals an end to the era of mass

physical distribution. The proliferation of Inter-

net technologies both puts pressure on infor-

mation producers to adopt online distribution

systems as well as invalidates their previously

solid business models. In the Internet era, the

entities that produce and distribute informa-

tion goods, such as music producers, film stu-

dios, and so forth, have found themselves in

an uncomfortable position.

In the past, what secured the profits on intel-

lectual property was the scarcity that was in-

trinsic to the materiality of the distribution

structure. As that materiality is eroded, so is

the control producers have over content use.

According to the Recording Industry Associa-

tion of America, the music industry loses

about $12.5 billion per year from all types of pi-

racy activities.2 The accuracy of these numbers

is disputed,3 but it’s still plausible that consider-

able revenue losses have occurred as a result of

the rapid increase in the free exchange of copy-

righted content over the Internet.

The current business methods of these con-

tent producers, along with their long-term sus-

tainability, are therefore threatened. It seems

clear, then, that it has become necessary to re-

place the hitherto reliable value chain in

which information commodities have been

traded. The production and distribution of

information commodities can no longer be

approached in the same way as the production

and distribution of physically bound informa-

tion commodities.

Despite the new realities of Internet-era

production and consumption, the creator�

producer industry has reacted very conserva-

tively to these issues, attempting to preserve

the operational status quo by artificially main-

taining the scarcity of its information products.

In this context, producers have employed two

main courses of action. The first was legislative

and punitive action against accused copyright

infringers. The second was technological mea-

sures known as digital rights management

(DRM). The industry response, in other words,

has been to resist or attempt to reverse social
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and technological development with respect to

the free flow of information.

Industry response results
The industry’s conservative response has

produced little or no results. Efforts aimed at

tightening intellectual property laws were rela-

tively successful in some countries (for exam-

ple, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act in

the US), and the frequent legal actions against

alleged copyright infringers have led to some

legal success. Still, such measures have had lit-

tle impact in terms of deterring content sharing

and have created considerable dissatisfaction

from the consumer and small-creator and pro-

ducer communities, causing costly damages to

the industry’s public reputation.4

In addition, the end-user circumvention and

rejection of DRM has been a near constant,

with digital piracy only increasing despite the

prevalence of new and increasingly elaborate

DRM strategies.5 The approach adopted by pro-

ducers has thus failed, with control over infor-

mation commodities now rapidly decreasing.

Furthermore, online content sharing has per-

severed to the point that many Web-based re-

tail outlets have abandoned DRM altogether

in favor of unprotected content so as to offer

a product that is not hampered by a lack of us-

ability (which inevitably comes with DRM) in

its competition with pirate content.6,7

The failure of DRM is the result of several

weaknesses, especially its intrinsic vulnerabil-

ity. For example, users must inevitably be

given access to each system’s secret content-

encoding key. As a result, all mainstream

DRM systems (such as Apple’s FairPlay, Micro-

soft’s Windows Media DRM, and so forth)

have been circumvented. In addition, DRM

imposes usage restrictions that devalue the con-

tent and push consumers away. Finally, DRM

isolates users because all unique DRM systems

lack interoperability,8 which means users are

confined to the vendor’s software or hardware.

DRM’s failure means that the producers

must still bear the fixed costs of information

production, but their monetization schemes

are losing efficiency. Their privileged founda-

tion is rapidly eroding and they are evermore

competing in an abundance environment

despite the fact that their operation mode

depends on scarcity. Clearly, the countermeas-

ures employed by the producers have backfired,

only earning producers widespread animosity

from the very people they are trying to win as

customers.

These countermeasures have spurred the

development of even more decentralized

content-sharing systems (such as Gnutella and

BitTorrent), which are more resilient to legal

and technical counteraction. In Michael

Porter’s terminology,9 these measures merely

built barriers to the entry of new legal compet-

itors. In light of these new developments,

producers must employ a new approach that,

instead of fruitlessly trying to curb sharing,

embraces it, accepting that information scarcity

is a thing of the past.

It is our belief that future DRM tools must

refocus from an access-restriction approach to

one which employs a much more flexible

kind of rights management so that content ac-

cess is maximized to support abundance-based

business models. Such solutions are not yet

available in present DRM technologies. We be-

lieve a paradigm shift is necessary in the way

the content industry conducts its business, in

the way intellectual rights are viewed and man-

aged, and in the way the creators are rewarded.

Our solution is to embrace this paradigm shift

at the business-model level.

New paradigm
Technical and economic changes created by

the Internet and related technologies are revo-

lutionizing the way information is generated,

distributed, and consumed. That revolution

must be economically, culturally, and socially

embraced through a change of operational par-

adigm. The valuable resource to be harnessed

no longer is the information commodity; in-

stead, it is the user’s attention. The producers

must work to maximize access to their content

and not restrict it. They should perform an

immaterial open delivery of their goods that

facilitates consumption and exchange. Liber-

ated from the need to control content access,

the producers will then be able to harness

the Internet’s potential for distribution and

reproduction.

In this paradigm, content misuse thus

amounts only to corruption, adulteration, or

wrongful creation attribution. Impeding such

misuse should now be the main concern

of the producers. In the past, the existence of

physical shelf availability for a product required

high sales expectation, creating a blockbuster

culture that devalued all others goods.
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The immateriality intrinsic to the paradigm we

propose gives the producers unlimited shelf

space and grants new significance to retail

goods. In this scenario, producers focus on sell-

ing less of more, and on extracting smaller

gains from a greater variety of goods.10

Such gains should be made though indirect

means, by capitalizing on user attention in-

stead of direct sales. Consumer loyalty is thus

paramount to producer operation in the Inter-

net era. It can be secured no longer through

the maintenance of a gatekeeper position. It

must be achieved by inscribing the content-

accessing activities in a captivating virtual envi-

ronment of rich social interaction between con-

sumers and original creators (artists). The

reward for content creators should be directly

dependent on the user community’s will, a fac-

tor that will foster the creation of emotional

and socioeconomic bonds between users and

artists.

In this paradigm, consumers will realize that

their voluntary contribution is necessary for

the continued satisfaction of their intellectual

wants. As a result, a culture of voluntary fund-

ing and interdependency will emerge. The pro-

ducer operation can then be sustained by

exploiting the mentioned interaction environ-

ments, such as by taxing user donations to cre-

ators or selling user attention to advertisers.

The producers must therefore refocus their

efforts on maintaining a virtual social space in

which the interaction between consumers,

artists, and information goods can take place

freely, on fostering the production of quality

information goods, on facilitating the distribu-

tion of information goods through secondary

channels, and on guaranteeing the authenticity

and integrity of information goods.

New business model
A business model for Internet-era producers

must enable the free retrieval and consumption

of information products while ensuring that

such activities are primarily taking place in a

producer-managed virtual space. The business

model must exploit all possible content niches

and sources, extract value from the monetary

transactions occurring between consumers

and creators within that space, and exploit

the Internet’s capacity to eliminate reproduc-

tion and distribution costs.

We believe that in a donation-based business

model, information items will be voluntarily

delivered by artists expecting to be monetarily

rewarded. Consumers will freely access such

items and reward the creators they deem meri-

torious through donations performed in an

intraspace currency that users acquire with

real currency or by selling their attention

(such as through viewing advertisements).

In an infrastructure created to support this

business model, the producer mediates all don-

ations, retaining a fraction of the transacted

amounts. Such donations may be a posteriori,

in which case consumers reward artists for

products already delivered, or a priori, in

which case more reputable creators specify

that a minimum collective donation must be

reached before a specific product is released

for public consumption.

A donation-based business model could

work with the delivery of any kind of informa-

tion product, such as video, audio, text, and so

forth. This model would replace only the prod-

uct’s material distribution (such as a DVD hard

copy) with an immaterial open-access distribu-

tion, without regard to other parts of the value

chain (such as cinematic presentation, con-

certs, and so forth).

From our perspective, a donation-based busi-

ness model would not represent a final discussion

in terms of Internet-era models. It would be one

possible model among potentially many more.

Furthermore, in the context of a donation-

based business model, DRM technologies could

easily be repurposed to focus on ensuring the

authenticity and the validity of information

products as well as on content-usage monitoring.

Conclusions
Reversing the ongoing developments in in-

formation content production, reproduction,

and distribution would demand the imple-

mentation of draconian legal and technical

measures, which would have a profoundly

impoverishing and undemocratic impact on

the way we access and exchange information.

Furthermore, the present emergence of social

practices based on the free flow of information

is a continuation of a longstanding trend that is

shifting the socioeconomic support for this

field of human activity from voluntary up-

stream support (patronage) to voluntary down-

stream support (user donation).

To persevere, those producing information

goods should not fight these changes but embrace

them by altering their operational paradigm.
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The controlling gatekeeper role occupied for

centuries by the producers should be seen as

only a temporary one that enables the transi-

tioning of this field of activity from the prein-

dustrial patronage era to the information-

industry era. The role of the producers in this

era should now be to maximize content distri-

bution and access, to support captivating vir-

tual social spaces, to promote artist and

consumer bonding, and to foster voluntary

consumer donations. MM
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